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AMS-02 is a high energy particle detector deployed in May 19, 2011 on board of the International Space
Station (ISS) where it is expected to be in operation for the ISS lifetime of at least a decade. The main goal
of AMS-02 is the detection of cosmic rays and gammas from the GeV to the TeV energy region to search
for anti-matter, dark matter and understanding the origin of the cosmic rays. The AMS-02 time of ﬂight
(TOF) detector provides the trigger to experiment and allows precise measurements of the cosmic rays
velocity and charge magnitude from hydrogen to iron and above. With the data set acquired during the
ﬁrst two and a half years of operation in space, a precise time-dependent calibration for time, velocity
and charge measured by the TOF had been developed. The TOF calibration methods are described and the
AMS-02 TOF performance in space is presented.
& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The TOF system of AMS-02 [1] provides an accurate measurement
of the velocity and of the charge magnitude of the detected cosmic
rays (CRs). The detector was designed to ensure long term reliability,
thanks to the choice of components and their redundancy. During the
ﬁrst two and a half years of operation in space, TOF operated according
to the design, providing the trigger to the AMS-02 detector with an
efﬁciency approaching 100%. In order to exploit the full potential of the
instrument in a constantly changing thermal environment, a timedependent calibration method of TOF system was developed.

2. The AMS detector
The layout of the AMS-02 detector [2] is shown in Fig. 1.
AMS-02 consists of the following:

 A permanent magnet with a 0.14 T dipole-shaped magnetic
ﬁeld to bend charged particles.
n
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 Nine planes of silicon tracker (Tracker) [3] to reconstruct the







particle rigidity1 (R). With a spatial point resolution of 7 μm
(2 r Z r 8), and a maximum lever arm of about 3 m, the
maximum detectable rigidity (MDR) is estimated to be 3 TV
for ions. Moreover, each Tracker plane can independently
evaluate the charge magnitude of the crossing particle in a
wide range (1 rZ r 26Þ.
Four layers of time of ﬂight (TOF) counters [4] to provide the
trigger and measure the particle velocity and charge.
A transition radiation detector (TRD) [5] to separate electrons
from hadrons at the 10  4 level.
An array of anti-coincidence counters surrounding the inner
tracker (ACC) [6] to reject interactions on the magnet bore with
an efﬁciency of 99.99%.
A ring imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH) [7] to measure the
velocity of the crossing particle with a resolution of 0.1% and
the absolute charge up to Z¼ 26.
A 17 radiation lengths thick electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL)
[8] to measure the energy released by electromagnetic particles
with the resolution of 2% in the hundreds GeV energy region
and separate electrons from hadrons at the 10  4 level.

1

The particle rigidity is deﬁned as momentum (P) divided by charge (Z).
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2. a high threshold (HT), set at 60% of the MIP signal for Z Z1
trigger;
3. a super high threshold (SHT), set at  400% of the MIP signal for
Z Z 2 trigger.
When the signal is above the thresholds, the output is sent to a
HPTDC [13] to record the time. The time of the fast trigger is also
registered and it is used as the reference time in each event.
The remaining 5% of the anode signal is used for the charge
measurement. Anode and dynode analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
share a common design. The pulse is integrated by an AICPPP chip
(shaper analog integrated circuit) [14] and then digitized.
The anode signal is used to measure absolute charge for low Z
nuclei (1 r Z r8), while the dynode extends the charge measurement to higher Z (Z Z 3) particles.
3.2. Performance of the hardware in space

Fig. 1. Schematics of the AMS-02 detector.

3. TOF detector
The AMS-02 TOF system (shown in Fig. 2) had been designed
and built at the INFN laboratories in Bologna (Italy). It is composed
of four layers of EJ-200 scintillator counters [4] located two above
and two below the AMS magnet. The upper TOF (UTOF) plane
(layers 0 and 1) is ﬁrmly connected to the TRD support structure.
The lower TOF (LTOF) plane (layers 2 and 3) is ﬁxed to the Unique
Support Structure (USS). The vertical distance between UTOF and
LTOF is about 120 cm.
The four TOF layers have 8, 8, 10 and 8 paddles: the internal
paddles have a rectangular shape, 1 cm thick, 12 cm width and
110–135 cm length, while the external counters have a trapezoidal
shape with 18–26 cm width and 110 cm length. To ensure 100%
trigger efﬁciency, neighbouring counters are overlapped by 0.5 cm.
Each side of a TOF counter is connected to 2 or 3 R5946
Hamamatsu Photo-Multiplier Tubes (PMTs) [9] through plexiglass
light guides. The light guides can be straight, tilted or twisted to
minimize the effect of magnetic ﬁeld on the PMT signal [10,11].
The 144 photomultipliers, connected to the 34 TOF paddles,
are powered by 4 power supply (Scintillator High Voltage, SHV),
which can provide a voltage between 1700 V and 2250 V. The
nominal gain of the photomultipliers is about 106 when powered
at 2000 V.
3.1. TOF readout
The PMT anode and third last dynode signals are read out
independently, as shown in Fig. 3. The anode signals from the 2
(3) PMTs of the same counter side are summed up and transmitted
to the TOF readout electronics module SFET2 (Scintillator Front
End Time) [12] for time and anode charge measurement. Each
dynode signal is measured individually by the readout electronics
module SFEC (Scintillator Front End Charge) [12] and it is used for
the measurement of the charge.
The anode signal is divided into two parts. 95% of the signal is
used for the time measurement and for the trigger. It is compared
to the following three thresholds:
1. a low threshold (LT), set at  20% of the minimum ionizing
Proton (MIP) signal for time measurement;

To assess the TOF capability of operating in space, all the
components underwent several vacuum, thermal and vibration tests
before their integration on the TOF detector. In addition to that, the
UTOF and LTOF have been space qualiﬁed, passing through strict
thermal vacuum and vibration tests at SERMS laboratories [15]. To
ensure a long term reliability, a certain degree of redundancy has
been implemented in the TOF system: each counter is 4(6)-fold
redundant in PMTs, and doubly redundant in powering and read-out
electronics. During the ﬁrst two years of data taking on the ISS, the
TOF detector worked as expected without any major issue.

4. TOF velocity measurement
The velocity vpar ¼ Δs=ΔT of particle crossing AMS-02 is measured by the TOF using the particle time of ﬂight ΔT between
different layers, and the trajectory length Δs given by the Tracker
or by the TOF. The TOF velocity measurement is used to determine
the particle velocity magnitude2 (β) and to distinguish upwardgoing from downward-going particles. In the following sections
the time calibration and the longitudinal coordinate calibration are
described.
4.1. Time measurement
TOF anode readout electronic SFET2s for the measurement of
the particle crossing time, are located in four different S-Crates
[12]. Each S-Crate has four different SFET2 boards, each SFET2
serving two different sides from two TOF layers. The measurement
of the particle crossing time is based on a 40 MHz clock HPTDC
[13] inside each SFET2.
The time-to-digital converter (TDC) bin widths (nominal:
25 ps) are slightly different depending on the individual electronic
components. Speciﬁc calibration to equalize the TDC bin width of
each SFET2 is performed by using a large statistics of cosmic ray
particles. Once the calibration for the TDCs0 non-linearity is
applied, the TDCs are ready to be used for the time measurement.
The principle of the measurement is shown in Fig. 4. The low
threshold measured time TLT in each counter side together with
the fast trigger time TFT is related to particle crossing time Tpar
through various delays, which depend on light transmission, on
cable length and on the signal shape:


x
T LT ¼ T FT  ðT par þ T trans þ T del þ T slew Þ ¼ T FT  T par þ þ T del þ f ðAÞ
vc

ð1Þ

2
The particle velocity magnitude is deﬁned as velocity (vpar ) divided by light
speed (c).
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Fig. 2. The TOF detector: (a) upper TOF plane; (b) lower TOF plane; and (c) one counter.

speed inside the paddle, A is the anode ADC value, and S and γ are
free parameters related to the signal shape.
The particle crossing time Tpar can be calculated by averaging the
measured time (T n;LT þ T p;LT ) from the two counter sides (n and p):


x
Sn
T n;LT ¼ T FT  T n;par þ þ T n;del þ γ
ð2Þ
vc
An

T p;LT

Sp
L x
¼ T FT  T p;par þ
þT p;del þ γ
vc
Ap

!
ð3Þ

to obtain
S

T n;LT þ T p;LT þ ASnγ þ Apγ
T n;par þ T p;par
n
p
¼
 T Del þ T FT
2
2
¼  T np þ T FT

T par ¼

ð4Þ

where T Del ¼ ðT n;del þ T p;del þ L=vc Þ=2, and T np ¼ ðT n;LT þ T p;LT þ
Sn =Aγn þ Sp =Aγp Þ=2 þ T Del . Therefore, each counter has four free parameters, Sn, Sp, TDel and γ, that need to be derived from the data.

Fig. 3. TOF anode and dynode readout.

4.2. Time calibration
The particle crossing times measured by two different counters cm
and ck in two different layers li and lj are related to particle velocity vpar :

where T trans ¼ x=vc is the light transmission time, Tdel is the cable
and electronics delay time, T slew ¼ f ðAÞ ¼ S=Aγ is the time walk
delay described by the empirical formula, vc is the effective light

T npðli cm Þ  T npðlj ck Þ ¼  T parðli cm Þ þ T parðlj ck Þ ¼

Lli lj
vpar

ð5Þ
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Fig. 5. TOF velocity resolution as a function of the particle charge Z.

of the particle along the counter, C TOF , according to the relation:

 

S þ dS
T n;LT  Sn Aγ dS  T p;LT  p Aγ
n
p
ð7Þ
C TOF ¼ vc
þ C0
2

Fig. 4. Principle of the time measurement: particles hitting the counter at position
x (a) produce a signal which is discriminated with a low threshold (b); the particle
crossing time Tpar is related to the measured time TLT through various constants (c),
as described in the text.

where Sn, Sp and γ are obtained by the time calibration procedure,
dS is a term introduced to balance the change in the effective light
speed with amplitude, and C0 is a constant which takes into
account the time differences in the signal transmission due to
cable length and electronics.
By matching C TOF with the extrapolation of the Tracker track in
the counter, C TRACKER , it is possible to determine, for each counter,
the constants vc , dS and C0 by minimizing the value of the formula
deﬁned as follows:
∑ ðC TOF C TRACKER Þ2

events

where Lli lj is the particle path length between the two TOF layers i and
j. Lli lj and vpar can be obtained from the measurement by the silicon
tracker detector.
The time calibration is performed by minimizing the value of
the formula, deﬁned as follows:


Ll l 2
T npðli cm Þ  T npðlj ck Þ  i j
vpar
li lj ck cm events

∑∑ ∑

ð6Þ

where ∑events sums over all events of the time differences between
any two counters in any two TOF layers, ∑ck cm sums over all
counter pairs in the two layers i and j, and ∑li lj sums over all layer
pairs belonging to different planes (l0 l2 , l0 l3 , l1 l2 , l1 l3 ).
The 103 time calibration parameters (68 for slewings, 34 for
time delays, 1 for γ) for 34 TOF paddles are determined by this
minimization.
The calibration of the TOF time measurement is performed
using high energy particles with rigidities greater than 20 GV, to
ensure that the particle β is close to 1.
The calibration also needs to take into account: the anode gain
changes due to the temperature variations, scintillator and PMT
ageing and threshold ﬂuctuations. The calibration procedure is
thus repeated every 15 days.
The time walk delay f ðAÞ ¼ S=Aγ is related to the pulse shape, to
the LT threshold setting and to the anode amplitude sampling. In
order to trace the pulse shapes in the full dynamic range, a sample
made of different charged particles (Protons, Heliums and nuclei)
with different weights is chosen to perform the calibration.
4.3. Longitudinal coordinate calibration
The difference between the times measured at the two counter
sides ðT n;LT  T p;LT Þ is related to the coordinate of the hitting point

ð8Þ

4.4. Performance in space
In the following, the performance of the TOF system after
calibration is described. The data analysed corresponds to the data
taking period from July 2011 to May 2013.
The velocity resolution of the TOF system improves with
increasing particle charge Z (see Fig. 5) from 4% at Z ¼1 to 1.2%
at Z ¼6. Figs. 6 and 7 show the measured β distributions for
Helium and Carbon ions, respectively, which correspond to the
single counter time resolution is 80 ps for Helium and 48 ps for
Carbons.
After the calibration, the resolution on the longitudinal coordinate measured by TOF is about 2.7 cm for Protons and 0.9 cm for
Carbon ions, as shown in Fig. 8.

5. TOF charge measurement
The TOF system provides precise measurement of the charge of
the particles crossing AMS-02. Several calibration steps are necessary to achieve the best measurement. In the following sections all
the calibration corrections are described and the performance of
the TOF charge measurement in space is also reported. The relative
size of the most important calibration corrections for the TOF
charge measurement is shown in Table 1.
5.1. Attenuation and gain calibration
The light generated by the particle in the scintillator is partially
absorbed: this effect produces an attenuation of the signal as a
function of the particle hit position. This dependence is shown in
Fig. 9.
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Table 1
TOF charge measurement calibration corrections relative size.
Correction item

Relative amplitude correction

Attenuation

Up to 50% depending on the hit position
along the counter
Up to 5% depending on the PMT temperature
o 4% ðZ r 3Þ to 150% ðZ ¼ 26Þ
o 1% ðZ r 3Þ to 100% ðZ ¼ 10Þ
o 1% ðβ ¼ 0:99Þ to 150% ðβ ¼ 0:4Þ

Anode and dynode gain
Light yield saturation
Anode non-linearity
Velocity dependence

Fig. 6. Measured TOF velocity distribution for Helium ions with R 4 20 GV. The
dashed line is a Gaussian ﬁt with a standard deviation of 2%.

Fig. 9. Anode amplitude measured at one counter side as a function of the
longitudinal coordinate of the particle hit point.

Fig. 7. Measured TOF velocity distribution for Carbon ions with R 420 GV.
The dashed line is a Gaussian ﬁt with a standard deviation of 1.2%.

sample includes high energy Protons and Helium nuclei. As a
result, a function f att ðxÞ of the hit position is determined for
each counter side, to equalize the response along the counter:
Aatt ¼

Ameasured
f att ðxÞ

ð9Þ

where Aatt is the amplitude of the signal corrected for attenuation and Ameasured is the measured amplitude.
2. For each counter side, the anode gain calibration is performed
every 3 days. The calibration sample includes high energy
Protons and Helium nuclei. As a result, a gain factor Ganode;eq
is determined for each counter side, to equalize all the anode
amplitudes:
Aeq ¼

Fig. 8. Average TOF counter longitudinal coordinate resolution as a function of the
particle charge Z.

1. For each counter side, the light attenuation calibration is
performed every 15 days using anode signals. The calibration

ð10Þ

3. For each PMT dynode, the gain calibration is performed every
7.5 days. The calibration sample includes high energy Carbon
nuclei. As a result, a gain factor Gdynode;eq is determined for each
PMT to equalize all the dynode amplitudes:
Deq ¼

During AMS data acquisition, the signal changes due to varying
temperatures, PMT ageing and changing scintillator optical properties. To correct for these effects, a calibration depending on time
(i.e. “dynamic”) is needed. The dynamic calibration combines
scintillator light attenuation properties and PMT gain:

Aatt
Ganode;eq

Datt
Gdynode;eq

ð11Þ

Fig. 10 shows the light yield corrected for attenuation, obtained
after applying the dynamic calibration procedure to one counter
side.
After the dynamic calibration, the resulting amplitudes of
dynodes and anodes have to be further corrected for saturation,
electronics non-linearities and particle velocity using the fully
available statistics. These corrections, which do not change with
time (i.e. they are “static”), are described in the following sections.
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Fig. 10. Dynode amplitude measured for Carbon at one counter side as a function
of the longitudinal coordinate of the particle hit point, after the dynamic correction
described in the text.
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Fig. 12. Anode amplitude versus dynode amplitude. The anode high amplitude part
is corrected for non-linearity using the dynode amplitude as reference (solid line),
the anode low amplitude for charge measurement is extrapolated using anode
linear range (dashed line).

where N pm is the number of PMTs for one counter, Z max is the
maximum detectable charge Z, Di;Z is the average dynode amplitude (corrected for attenuation) for Z, b and c are the saturation
parameters, Gi is the dynode gain (equivalent to the factor
Gdynode;eq deﬁned in Eq. (11)) and si;Z is the standard deviation of
Di;Z . The minimization procedure determines the parameters b and
c for each counter.
5.3. Anode non-linearity calibration

Fig. 11. Measured dynode amplitude, corrected for attenuation, as a function of the
particle charge. The solid line is the ﬁt with formula (12).

5.2. Light yield saturation
The scintillation light produced by a high Z particle is not
linearly proportional to the energy deposition. The number of
emitted photons tends to saturate with increasing deposited
energy (dE=dx). This effect is known as Birks0 saturation [17].
The saturation has been parametrized with the following
formula (Fig. 11):

Due to the limited dynamic range of the anode ADCs, the
anode signal saturates for high charges. Fig. 12 shows the anode
amplitude compared to the dynode amplitude in a large amplitude
range.
In order to extend the anodes measuring range, this effect is
corrected as follows:
1. determine the anode non-linearity by using the dynode amplitude as reference whenever possible;
2. extrapolate the anode measurement at lower energy deposition, where the dynode signal is not present.
For anode signal a function f anl is deﬁned, to correct the nonlinear anode response(equalized for gain Ganode;eq ) to the dynode
amplitude scale AAD :
AAD ¼

2

dE
aZ


¼
dx 1 þb arctan c Z 2

ð12Þ

The calibration of light saturation is performed using the
dynode signals, by minimizing the value deﬁned as follows:
0
Npm ;Z max

∑

i ¼ 1;Z ¼ 3

B
@

Di;Z 

Gi Z 2 

1 þ b arctan

si;Z

c 2
Z
b



12
C
A

ð14Þ

ð15Þ

which is further equalized for attenuation:

b

where a, b and c are constant parameters, and Z is determined
using the Tracker charge measurements. For Z-0, the above
formula becomes the traditional Birks’ formula:

dE
aZ 2
ð13Þ
Z-0 
dx 
1 þ cZ 2

Ameasured
Ganode;eq f anl

Aeq ¼

AAD
f att ðxÞ

ð16Þ

The amplitude Ascint with the correction of Birks’ saturation
effect for each TOF counter can be obtained either from the anode
measurements from the counter two sides (An;eq and Ap;eq Þ:
!
An;eq =s2n þ Ap;eq =s2p
1
ð17Þ
Aanode;scint ¼ f Birks
1=s2n þ1=s2p
or from the dynode measurements weighted with the resolution
of each PMT:
!
N
∑i ¼pm1 Di;eq =s2i
1
Adynode;scint ¼ f Birks
ð18Þ
N
∑i ¼pm1 1=s2i
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Fig. 13. TOF counter corrected amplitude as a function of β for Z¼ 3 to Z¼26.

Fig. 14. TOF charge estimation for different ions obtained using the Gaussian mean
calculation (Q gaus , formula (21)).

where sn and sp are the standard deviation of the amplitude of
two side anodes, Di;eq is the amplitude of each dynode corrected
for dynode gain and attenuation, N pm is the number of PMTs in
each counter, si is the standard deviation of the amplitude of each
1
dynode, f Birks is the inverse of the Birks’ saturation function of
formula (12).
5.4. Dependence of the charge and of the energy loss from the
velocity
Particle energy deposition depends on particle energy as
described by the Bethe–Bloch formula (dE=dx ¼ f ðβÞZ 2 ) [16]. Especially for the low β region, this dependence is quite signiﬁcant.
The correction is based on the measured β value. However,
when particle traverses the TOF paddles and the other AMS
material, their velocity decreases. Consequently, different β dependences are observed for each layer and particle.
To correct the energy loss (dE=dx) from effects related to the
particle energy, the following formula is used:
dE
ð19Þ
p Ascint ¼ hðβ; Ascint ÞQ 2scint

dx scint
where Q scint is the counter measured charge. The function
hðβ; Ascint Þ depends on TOF measured β and counter amplitude
Ascint , parameterized for every counter.
Finally the continuous charge estimator Q scint from each TOF
counter can be derived:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ascint
Q scint ¼
ð20Þ
hðβ; Ascint Þ
Fig. 13 shows the corrected amplitude as a function of β for
different Z.
5.5. Charge estimators
The charge estimator can use any or all of the charge identiﬁcation capabilities: the charge can be derived from each PMT, each
counter or each layer.
An overall measurement of the particle charge can be done by
using the measurements at the layer level and performing a
“Gaussian mean” (Qgaus) with the following formula:
∑ Q  ½Q min or Q max 
Q gaus ¼ l l
n1

ð21Þ

where Ql is the charge measured by layer l, Q max is the maximum
charge measured by any layer, Q min is the minimum charge
measured by any layer, and n is the number of layers. Namely,

Fig. 15. Typical TOF counter amplitude (Q2) for Z ¼6 particles. The dashed line is
the related PDF function with the velocity range from 0.9 to 0.95c.

Qgaus excludes the counter with the maximum deviation from
average charge (the lowest or the highest) which could be used to
estimate the charge of particles (see Fig. 14).
A more powerful, charge estimator uses the likelihood method
to assign an integer value to the particle charge. The Likelihood
charge estimator is deﬁned as follows:
!
LðZÞ ¼ log

n

∏ P i;Z;β ðQ i Þ

i¼1

ð22Þ

where n is the number of counters included in the measurement,
P i;Z;β is the TOF charge probability density function (PDF), parameterized for each counter i, nuclei and velocity bin and Qi is the
charge estimator for counter i. An example of PDF is shown in
Fig. 15 for Z ¼6 particles. PDF have been computed for particles
with charge from Z ¼1 up to Z Z 26.
The most probable measured charge Z^ is determined by solving
the equation:

∂LZ 
¼0
∂Z Z ¼ Z^
The probability for a given charge Z is
pﬃ
½n∏i P i;Z;β ðQ i Þ
pﬃ
ProbðZÞ ¼
∑Z 0 ½n∏i P i;Z 0 ;β ðQ i Þ

ð23Þ

ProbðZÞ can be used as a quality indicator for the charge
measurement. In particular, if a nucleus interacts inside the AMS
detector, the charge estimator in different planes will have
different values and the probability ProbðZ^ Þ of the most probable
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charge resolution of a single TOF counter for Iron ions is shown.
The charge resolution of a single TOF counter with respect to
particle charge Z is shown in Fig. 17. Both anodes and dynodes
have good resolution for charge measurement. Low charges
(1 r Z r3) are measured using anodes, middle charges (4 r Z
r 8) are measured using both anodes and dynodes, and high
charges (Z 4 8) are measured using dynodes.
A single TOF counter has a charge resolution  0.16 charge unit
(c.u.) for Carbon (Z¼6) and  0.4 charge unit for Iron (Z ¼26).
6. Conclusions

Fig. 16. Distribution of the TOF charge estimator for Iron ions (Z¼ 26) for a single
TOF counter. The dashed line is a Gaussian ﬁt with standard deviation s ¼0.38.

The time of ﬂight detector plays a major role in the AMS-02
experiment to study cosmic nuclei physics. Since May 2011, the
TOF detector is operating in the International Space Station without problems. All the counters are working properly.
The velocity resolution (Δβ=β2 ) achieved in space is 4% for
Proton and 1.2% for Carbon.
The measured charge resolution for one TOF counter is  0.16
charge units (c.u.) for Carbon and  0.4 charge units for Iron.
References

Fig. 17. Anode (dots, dashed line) and dynode (squares, solid line) charge resolution in charge units (c.u.) as a function of Z; the error bars represent the standard
deviation of the distribution of resolution for all TOF counters.
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nuclei.
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